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APPLICABLE SERVICES

REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
This product can be repaired or
maintained. Contact us for more
details

Dolly Matador 710x455x170 mm - plastic, closed anti-
slip bottom
SKU 74512

Dolly from Matador with dimensions 710x455x170 mm. The plastic dolly
has an anti-slip layer and a load capacity of 150 kg.

TECHNICAL DATA

Castors diameter mm 100

Material Plastic

Status New

Inside dimension lenght 700

Inside dimension width 445

Outside dimension lenght 710

Outside dimension width 455

Outside dimension height 170

Carry weight 150

Product new

Type Dolly

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

White plastic dolly, also known as a mobile undercarriage or furniture
dog, with a closed bottom. Suitable for plastic containers or crates with
dimensions of 700 x 445 mm. The maximum load capacity of the
transport roller is 150 kilograms. The wheels of this rolling platform have
a diameter of 100 mm, are silent and do not leave any marks on the
ground surface. Furthermore, this platform trolley has an anti-slip layer
so that objects remain better on the platform. The rolling platform is
extra lightweight, suitable for intensive use and has an extra large size.
In addition, empty dollies can be stacked to save space. This warehouse
trolley is of top quality and ideal for internal transport. These and all our
other plastic dollies can be fitted with any wheel from our range at your
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request , for example with a brake, or suitable for deep-freeze, or both.
Matador is a European top brand, produced on Dutch soil. This product is
a long-term investment, made for intensive daily use by professionals.
Logistiekonline.nl has a wide range of warehouse trolleys. These cars
come in all shapes and sizes with their own specific benefits. Would you
like to learn more about Matador warehouse trolleys? Read our blog
about Matador warehouse trolleys here ! Dollies are versatile and ideal
for (internal) transport. Do you want tips / find out more about using a
dolly, check out our blog ' How do you use a dolly? '

Link to visit this page:

https://rotom.co.uk/dolly-matador-710x455x170-mm-plastic-closed-
anti-slip-bottom-74512
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